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Wakeful Consciousness Embracing  
Cognitive Dissonance

One way for us to move toward freedom is to examine the 
lens through which we view the world. I think here about 
the famous “duck-rabbit” Ludwig Wittgenstein was fond 
of playing with. It is drawn here.

You can see this as an outline of a duck head facing 
to your left, or an outline of a rabbit head facing to your 
right. Once you see both, you can snap your recognition 
faculty back and forth. You can keep your focus and snap 
back and forth faster and faster until you can almost see 
both at the same time. Or can you? Are you seeing it one 
way and then imagining it really fast the other way? What 
does it take to feel convinced you see both simultaneously? 
Or does that not seem possible? How many times do you 
have to flip it back and forth before you see both at once? 
Or is it like seeing your face in a mirror, where you see a 
3D face as if through a window but simultaneously know 
it is a mirror reflection on the flat, shiny surface? Are you 
seeing it wrong but knowing it right? Or are you seeing it 
right and knowing it’s wrong? What’s the difference? Is 
there any?

To take things a little further, take note of how you 
experience this kind of duality/nonduality right in your 
daily life! How? Just think about the fact that you experi-
ence it every night when you fall asleep. At the moment 
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you fall asleep, you let go of awareness and happily slip 
into unconsciousness—right? If a sense of nothingness 
existed as your base reality, you would fall into it, since 
you totally let go, don’t you? But then something strange 
happens—you wake up! And if you sleep deeply with no 
vivid dreaming, it seems that you have spent no time at all 
in the unconscious state of deep sleep! Right? Some morn-
ings, if you are still tired from exerting yourself too much 
over many previous days, you are frustrated that you hav-
en’t slept long enough and aren’t really rested. So, you 
have no sense of time when you are unconscious, as well 
as no sense of space. But you were somewhere, and time 
did pass, which you know by inference: I must have been 
in my body in my bed during the last hours, because here I am 
again, and it’s a fact that some time has gone by!

Furthermore—and this is really important—you can 
reasonably think, I feel better than when I fell asleep, so that 
spaceless, timeless, unconscious condition could not have been 
a foretaste of nothingness, which is nothing to be tasted, since 
it is permanently not there. In fact, there must have been a field 
of energy around and within me, which has energized me this 
morning! Wow! I must have been floating in a medium of nour-
ishment! It must be very subtle and easygoing, since it didn’t 
wake me up. And it is always there when I fall asleep and get 
refreshed, whenever that happens. So it must be there right now, 
without intruding upon my waking awareness! 

In this way you can begin to strengthen your trust in 
reality, begin to sense the nature of the freedom of the 
space-like emptiness. It’s different from nothingness. To 
continue our work as scientists, we can examine these 
points of cognitive dissonance and see that reality is per-
haps a bit different from how we normally perceive it.
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Eight Stages of Death-Dissolution

Dissolution Inner Experience

 l. Earth to water Mirage, hallucination

2. Water to fire Smoky envelopment

3. Fire to wind Fireflies swirling in sky

4. Wind to consciousness (or space) Still candle flame 

5. Consciousness to luminance Clear moonlit white sky

6. Luminance to radiance Clear sunlit red sky

7. Radiance to imminence Clear pitch-darkness

8. Imminence to clear transparence Clear twilight predawn gray sky
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Eight Stages of Death-Dissolution  
and Eight Contemplations/Trances

Dissolution Inner Sign Contemplative State

 l. Earth to water Mirage Love immensity

2. To fire Smoky Compassion immensity

3. To wind Fireflies swirling Joy immensity

4.  To consciousness 
(space)

Candle flame Equanimity immensity

5. To luminance Moonlit sky Infinite space

6. To radiance Sunlit sky Infinite consciousness

7. To imminence Pitch-darkness Nothingness experience

8.  To clearlight 
transparency

Twilight sky Neither conscious nor 
unconscious
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